
The Highwaywoman of Catton Grove Treasure Hunt 

Families of Catton Grove Primary School it’s a fresh new half 
term and it’s time to have some family fun together. 

You are challenged to find the WOW Catton Grove Treasures of 
your community by following the story of Brave Robyn, the 
legendary Highwaywoman of Catton Grove! 

To start the WOW Catton Grove Treasure Hunt you’ll hear 
Brave Robyn’s story. 
So, sit down, get comfortable and prepare to hear a story of 
treasure, treason and a TRAP! 

There are 10 different coloured envelopes to hunt with! 
In each envelope you will find: 

A story clue and a riddle to solve 

7 Treasure Chests can be found around your school 
PLUS 3 special BONUS treasure boxes to be found in your community 

What do you need for the hunt: 
The 1819 Highwaywoman’s Map  

Our Catton Grove Map
Your Treasure Hunt Guide Booklet 

Pen/pencil/Clipboard 
Treasure Hunt Envelope 

ARE YOU READY? 
It's time to get your instructins 

Then take on the WOW Catton Grove Treasure Hunt Challenge! 



The Legend of the Catton Grove Highwayman 

This is the legend of the Catton Grove Highwayman 
who ambushed rich travellers on Northern road out of 
Norwich and lived in the woods close by. He hid his ill-
gotten treasure in special places throughout the 
ancient Catton Grove woodlands and rumours still 
echo that the treasure remains buried deep 
underneath your community. 
Noted for his stealth and skill at evading capture, the 
Catton Grove Highwayman only stole from rich 
landowners to give to the poor of Norwich. As the 
legend grew, people began to call the Highwayman – 
Brave Robin of Catton Grove.  
Of course, Robin’s exploits were not well thought of 
by everyone, especially those he stole from and 
eventually after he ambushed the Lord Mayor of 
Norwich, the Sheriff of the city decided enough was 
enough and planned to set a trap.  
Gathering together a number of well-armed men from 
the local troops, the Sheriff hid them in the trees at 
either end of the road which went through the wood 
and waited for the Highwayman to strike.  
The trap was a stagecoach in which the Duke of 
Norfolk and some well-armed men travelled. The 
Duke trembled as the coach bumped along into the 
dark woods at dusk. He had heard many stories from 
his wealthy friends about the Highwayman’s hold-ups, 
but he trusted the Sherriff and his men to capture this 
pest once and for all! 
Sure enough, as soon as the coach left the protection 
of the city walls heading north into the woods, a 
hooded figure rode out from the shadows and 
stopped the coach with a command - ‘Stand and 
Deliver’! – pointing two heavy pistols at the driver. 
Pulling hard on the reins, the driver brought the 
horses to a shuddering halt, throwing dust high up 
into the air.  
From his hiding place in the woods, the Sheriff was 
watching and waiting for his moment to strike. His 
instructions to his men were to wait until the 
Highwayman dismounted and approached the door of 
the coach. At that point he would bring down his 
raised his arm and shout “CHARGE”.                          
All would have been lost for Robin at this moment, 

and his body would have been swinging from the 
gibet at Brazen Gate by the end of the next day. Yet 
something strange occurred. A bird - a Woodcock 
some said - called out just as he was preparing 
dismount his horse. 
As a man who had spent much of his life living among 
the animals of the woods, Robin knew all the calls of 
the birds and the beasts. The Woodcock, he knew, 
only sang in the morning, so what was it doing, he 
asked himself, calling out at this time in the evening? 
Sensing something was wrong, Robin sat back in his 
saddle and listened carefully. 
At first, he heard nothing but the sound of the wind 
and shuffling of the horse’s hooves. Then suddenly 
from the trees ahead, he heard a horse’s neigh. 
Realising now that something was very wrong, he 
pulled on the reins of his horse, intent on setting off 
at a gallop in the opposite direction. 
The Sheriff, seeing the Highwayman preparing to 
escape, dropped his hand and ordered his men to 
attack. Kicking their horses into action, the Sheriff’s 
men broke from the trees and rode at the 
Highwayman from two directions.  
At the same time, the men who had been hiding 
inside the coach with the Duke of Norfolk, flung open 
the doors and jumped to the ground, brandishing 
their own weapons and preparing to cry – ‘Drop your 
pistol or die!’ 
The words, however, stuck in their throats as before 
their feet could hit the road, there was a swirl of wind, 
a cloud of dust, and the Highwayman disappeared 
into the shadows of the woods. 
Smoke rose as they fired their pistols, a slight cry of 
pain, yet nothing remained of the Highwayman but 
the mark of hooves in the mud of the road. 
For the rest of the day the Sheriff and his men 
searched the woods. They found nothing but a small 
pool of blood under a large Oak tree where the 
Highwayman must have dressed his wounds. 
And, from that day to this, that was the last that 
anyone saw or heard of the Catton Grove 
Highwayman. 
That is, until today…  



How to Complete the Treasure Hunt 

First 
u Collect a coloured envelope (a story clue, location and riddle are inside!)
u What is the Highwaywoman’s map location? Find it on her 1819 Map
u Read the story clue and the riddle CAREFULLY
u Solve the riddle with your team (you should have a 4-digit answer)

Next
u Find the 2019 location by comparing the maps. (Example: The Secret Hideout in 1819

is now… Catton Grove Primary School in 2019!)

Then
u Go to page 3/4 of your Treasure Hunt Booklet
u Write the 1819 and 2019 map locations in a school solutions box. (You need the 2019 map location

as this is the location you will be hunting for!)
u Write the 4-digit answer below the locations in the same box. This is the code which will unlock the

correct treasure chest!

NOW HUNT! 
u Look for the Treasure Chests around the school corridors
u Next to each Treasure Chest there is clipped image of the 2019 Map location/place
Once you find the correct image of the place use your solved riddle code to unlock the combination lock
(HINT: numbers need to line up below the red dot!)

HURRAH! 
u Now Stamp the stamp in the Loot Bag at the back of your Booklet
u Clip your completed riddle sheet to the clip board (keep this safe so no one else finds out your

solution!)
u LOCK UP THE TREASURE CHEST by pushing the loop back in the hole and mixing the numbers up!
u Return to the hall to complete the final challenge
u Turn to page 5/6 of the Booklet and complete the ‘WOW How Many?’ challenge.
u Find a Treasure Hunt Leader, hand in your empty envelope and maps.
u Show the Treasure Hunt Leader your completed challenge and they will give you your next envelope

and set of maps!

CONGRATULATIONS! 
You’ve solved the clues, cracked the combinations,  

collected 7 golden treasures and had loads of WOW conversations! 

Show your Treasure Hunt Booklet to the WOW Catton Grove activity team member and collect a 
sweet treat 

Don’t Forget to take the 3 BONUS community envelopes. 
If you collect all 3 of the BONUS community treasure box stamps in your Treasure Hunt Guidebook 

your family will go into a special prize draw for a fabulous family fun prize. 



1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

School Treasure Chest Solution Boxes
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Community Treasure Chest Solution Boxes 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 

1819 Highwaywoman’s 
Map Location: 
2019 Our Catton Grove 
Map Location: 
Riddle Solution Digits: 
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World of Work = WOW! 

On page 5/6 of your Treasure Hunt Guide there are boxes to fill in with your 
WOW conversations. 

Use these questions as guide to talk to each about 
‘WHO WORKS IN A PLACE LIKE THIS?’ 

• There are people working here who meet the public and those that work behind the scenes, what
type of jobs do they have?

• What services and products are need by this place to make it run and be successful?
• Do deliveries come to this place? What are they delivering?
• Who produces those deliveries?
• What work do you think you’d like to do in this place?
• What questions would you ask someone works here?
• Is there a job you can think of which would make this place run even more successful?

Once you have identified the places on the 2019 Our Catton Grove Map have a think and talk to each other 
and list as many jobs that are needed for each of the businesses to operate and be successful.   

Fill in the boxes below: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 
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Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 

Our Catton Grove 
Location is: 

Jobs: 
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The Highwayman’s Loot Bag 

Each time you open one of the Treasure Chests, stamp the stamp inside the loot bag!
Once you have all 10 stamps the letters will spell out a phrase
Unjumble the letters and write the phrase below the Loot Bag (*a clue-the phrase has 2 words!)




